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Catch and color these turkeys for your Thanksgiving feast! You don't have to stick to the usual colors because you can even have
green, pink or multi-colored turkeys if you want. That's the beauty of coloring. It is non-restrictive and highly imaginative. Let's see
what colors you come up with. Begin today!
Soviet literature in general and Soviet children’s literature in particular have often been labeled by Western and post-Soviet
Russian scholars and critics as propaganda. Below the surface, however, Soviet children’s literature and culture allowed its
creators greater experimental and creative freedom than did the socialist realist culture for adults. This volume explores the
importance of children’s culture, from literature to comics to theater to film, in the formation of Soviet social identity and in
connection with broader Russian culture, history, and society.
Let’s talk about the ozone layer. Let’s discuss how beneficial this shield is to human, animal and plant health. After which, let’s
move towards how it can be protected from future harm. After all, damage to the ozone layer will ultimately affect all life on Earth.
Knowledge is the first step to acting towards environmental care. Get this book today!
She emerged as innocent as any newborn. The party of starbursts and sparkles came to a standstill. In awe, millions of heavenly
beings paused. Shine Star, Princess of the Universe, was the most precious and rare of all creations. As an expression of perfect
happiness, thus was the king's daughter born. A magical love story unfolds in Vikrant Malhotra's wondrous debut, The Stories of
Goom'pa: Book One. Meet Goom'pa. He is a Poofy, a small furry creature who resides on Earth in a place called Palidon, on the
edge of the Miron National Forest. His world is a quiet one-until he spies Shine Star, a glorious star in the sky and the daughter of
Prime Ray, the king of the universe. Enchanted by her elegance, Goom'pa knows he is willing to do anything to win the love of this
celestial beauty. As the two meet and fall in love, Shine Star's father worries about his only daughter. Exploiting that concern is the
Star Lord, Rath, who wants nothing more than to wrestle control of the universe away from Prime Ray. Will Goom'pa and Shine
Star find a way to be together? Or will Rath's evil plan doom them all?
Bilingual children's book (age 2 and up) Tim can't fall asleep. His little wolf is missing! Perhaps he forgot him outside? Tim heads
out all alone into the night - and unexpectedly encounters some friends... "Sleep Tight, Little Wolf" is a heart-warming bedtime
story. It has been translated into more than 50 languages and is available as a bilingual edition in all conceivable combinations of
languages. www.childrens-books-bilingual.com
An anthology of favorite Russian poems, stories and folk tales for children, arranged in sections for three different age groups, and
a collection of folklore.
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A book about Teto, a tetoler in Tetola, and his friend Saru, a tall monkey. http: //mikariedel.github.io
This fine book from the turn of the 19th Century contains 35 wonderful and inspiring Christmas stories for children. These stories
were already well-received before they were pulled together to make this book. Included are excerpts from "A Christmas Carol" by
Charles Dickens and the Christian Bible, stories from Hans Christian Andersen's Fairy Tales, from Ireland, Germany, the American
West, and from the big cities in England and the United States. * * * * Written in easy-to-read 13-point type, and divided between
stories for little kids, intermediate kids, and the older set, each of the stories has already won the approval of thousands of
children, and each is packed with the true Christmas spirit: that small thoughtful actions can have big, and happy, consequences.
Some stories will bring a tear to your eyes, other will make you laugh. All are enjoyable. This book will become a cherished
addition to your library for years to come. * * * * The stories in this book are: Christmas at Fezziwig's Warehouse (Charles
Dickens), The Fir-Tree (Hans Christian Andersen), The Christmas Masquerade (Mary E. Wilkins Freeman), The Shepherds and
the Angels (Adapted from the Bible), The Telltale Tile (Olive Thorne Miller), Little Girl's Christmas (Winnifred E. Lincoln), A
Christmas Matin e (M. A. L. Lane), Toinette and the Elves (Susan Coolidge), The Voyage of the Wee Red Cap (Ruth Sawyer
Durand), A Story of the Christ-Child (a German Legend for Christmas Eve told by Elizabeth Harrison), Jimmy Scarecrow's
Christmas (Mary E. Wilkins Freeman), Why the Chimes Rang (Raymond McAlden), The Birds' Christmas (founded on fact-F. E.
Mann), The Little Sister's Vacation (Winifred M. Kirkland), Little Wolff's Wooden Shoes (Fran ois Copp e, adapted and translated
Alma J. Foster), Christmas in the Alley (Olive Thorne Miller), A Christmas Star (Katherine Pyle), The Queerest Christmas (Grace
Margaret Gallaher), Old Father Christmas (J. H. Ewing), The Golden Cobwebs (Sara Cone Bryant), How Christmas Came to the
Santa Maria Flats (Elia W. Peattie), The Legend of Babouscka (From the Russian Folk Tale), Christmas in the Barn (F. Arnstein),
The Philanthropist's Christmas (James Weber Linn), The First Christmas-Tree (Lucy Wheelock), The First New England Christmas
(G. L. Stone and M. G. Fickett), The Cratchits' Christmas Dinner (Charles Dickens), Christmas in Seventeen Seventy-Six (Anne
Hollingsworth Wharton), Christmas Under the Snow (Olive Thorne Miller), Mr. Bluff's Experience of Holidays, (Oliver Bell Bunce),
Master Sandy's Snapdragon (Elbridge S. Brooks), A Christmas Fairy), John Strange Winter), The Greatest of These (Joseph Mills
Hanson), Little Gretchen and the Wooden Shoe (Elizabeth Harrison), and Christmas on Big Rattle (Theodore Goodridge Roberts).
* * * * In making this volume, we discovered that the Gutenberg eBook versions are missing a story - "The Golden Cobwebs" instead having a short excerpt from "A Christmas Carol" that is duplicated by the longer excerpt "The Cratchit's Christmas Dinner"
later in this book. This edition restores the missing story. This volume contains the full text of the original book published in 1913. *
* * * Check our other Children's, Juvenile, and Adult books at www.FlyingChipmunkPublishing.com, or Like us on Facebook for our
latest releases.
Did you ever want to teach your kids the basics of Russian ? Learning Russian can be fun with this picture book. In this book you
will find the following features: Russian Alphabets. Russian Words. English Translations.
An ancient Hopi parable states “He who tells stories, rules the world.” The stories which this Russian grandmother tells can be
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found, with many others, in a collection of “Tales and Legends of South Slavonia.” Here they have been sketched with the
background of Russian peasant village life as it existed in some parts of Southern Russia. Because of this, the narrator has been
careful to clothe them as nearly as possible in the simple language in which they are retold to-day by many a village fireside in
South Slavonia. The 50 children’s stories in this volume are arranged into 24 chapters. Here you will find stories like: The Little
Boy and the Grandmother, The Wolf as a Roman, The Sick Lion, Saturday Afternoon, The Fire of Shavings, The Man, the Hare,
the Fox, and the Bear, The Bird, the Fox, and the Dog, A Pleasant Surprise, The Patient Little Boy, The Seven Stars, The
Wonderful Story, The Bridge, The Korowai, The Basil-Plant, Steelpacha and many, many more. Just as the Hopi’s of North
America told their children stories to teach morals and the lessons of life, so did the Russians, the Vikings, the Greeks, the ancient
Egyptians as well as the Chinese, Japanese and Zulus. In fact you will find folklore and fairy tales in every nation on earth. Without
exception, all have a simple message, good always wins and the evil protagonist will lose and be, at least exiled, or worse. So
download this book and make yourself comfortable with a mug full of something hot and steaming and be prepared to be
entertained for hours. YESTERDAY’S BOOKS raising funds for TODAYS CHARITIES ========== KEYWORDS: fairy tales,
folklore, myths, legends, children’s stories, children’s stories, bygone era, fairydom, fairy land, classic stories, children’s bedtime
stories, fables, Adventures, Russian, Grandmother, Wonder Stories, Little Boy, Grandmother, Wolf as a Roman, Mother, FêteDay, Sick Lion, Saturday Afternoon, Whiteling’s War, Isegrim, Fire of Shavings, Bear, Boar, Fox, frost Bite, Toes, Man, Hare, Fox,
Bear, After Supper, Reinecke, Revenge, Isegrim, Snowy Day, Bird, Dog, Dove, Election Meeting, Hedgehog, Gockeling, Cock,
Disappoint, Cat, Mouse, Pleasant Surprise, Badger, Stag, Patient, Little Boy, Hen, Sheep-Play, Beg, Seven Stars, the Vila,
Muhlenberg, Homesick, Short Story, Golden, Apple Tree, Nine Peahens, Peacock, wonderful story, Youth, Sleepless, Golden
Castle, Home Again, Prince, Princess, King, Queen, Betrothal, Deserter, Fields, Hunter, Watch Tower, Earth, Heaven, Bridge,
Trinity Monday, Born, Die, Enchanted Lambs, Knot-Grass, Threshing, Three Eels, Korowai, Morning, Dew, Wedding, Neverfull,
Basil-Plant, Wedding, Steelpacha
Did you ever want to teach your kids about different Objects found in a School in Russian? In this book you will find the following:
Names of Objects found in the School in Russian Colorful Pictures of Objects found in the School Names of Objects found in the
School in English
Raise your children in a bilingual fashion with this dual language coloring book. Let your child travel through the exciting journey of
Gulliver while learning two languages at the same time. This coloring book is a must for those wanting to raise their children in a
bilingual fashion.
He was famous for telling stories. He could always make the story interesting. He had a way of seeing the best or funniest of every situation.
He wrote down over 180 of his best stories in his last few years for all his family and friends. You will laugh, and relate to the stories of
childhood, school years, and growing up during the depression. From his northern New Jersey, small town home he shares what it was like
growing up in the 20's and 30's. From logging to working with horses, the stories provide a great view of the life style from that time period.
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Support whatever your kids’ interests are. This one’s for the future designers of all time. This book contains the present and the future of the
fashion design industry with inspirations taken from only the world renowned designers. Your kids will definitely appreciate your full support in
their passion when you buy this for them. Get a copy today.
Algebra is tough. We think all kids say that so we came up with a workbook that targets learners from Grades 6-8. The purpose of this
workbook is to challenge a student's understanding of algebra by using age-appropriate examples. Encourage your child to use this book as
a reviewer or as an introduction to the subject. So what are you waiting for? Secure a copy today!
Encourage your child to play hidden pictures in order to encourage object constancy skills, which fules the ability to determine pictures based
on their features. This means that regardless of how an artist interprets an apple, your child will also recognize it as an apple. So what are
you waiting for? Play hidden pictures today!
Among the least-chronicled aspects of post-World War II European intellectual and cultural history is the story of the Russian intelligentsia
after Stalin. Vladislav Zubok turns a compelling subject into a portrait as intimate as it is provocative. Zhivago's children, the spiritual heirs of
Boris Pasternak's noble doctor, were the last of their kind - an intellectual and artistic community committed to a civic, cultural, and moral
mission.
Praise for DREAMING DANGEROUSLY 5 out of 5 star reviews: Once I read the first page, I couldn't put it down until I finished it. Dreaming
Dangerously is a book I would recommend to anyone to read... the Author is skilled. -Dominique,Goodreads.com It really just blew me away
how much I loved reading this book. Chani, Goodreads.com I loved Dreaming Dangerously. Mind reading is one of those things not all
authors can write about. Dreaming Dangerously is a book I would highly recommend. - Kris Spor, Amazon customer Overview of DREAMING
DANGEROUSLY:A teen mind-reader tries to keep her secret from the gossips at her high school. A popular boy who finds out. Her
nightmares start to come true. She must learn to trust him before it's too late to stop the tragedy that awaits. FOR ANYONE WHO WANTS
YOUNG ADULT SCIENCE FICTION/FANTASY and can't get enough of Hunger Games, and Evermore, then you must read DREAMING
DANGEROUSLY as your next YA thriller!! Other works by Kathleen Suzette Harsch:DARKNESS DESCENDS, book 2 of the Children of the
Psi series is out now!
Alex finds it hard to go to sleep, so he starts making up excuses. After reading a bedtime story, his father suggests planning a dream that he
would like to see when he falls asleep. This bedtime story will help kids feel loved and relaxed, preparing them for a peaceful, sleep-filled
night.
Christmas Picture book for Children Read this adorable Santa book with full length color illustrations about a toddler and his pet Reindeer.Full
length Christmas picture book for Children Ages 2-6.This is a beautifully illustrated Christmas book.This is a lovely and cheerful Christmas
picture book for Toddlers!A sweet little child dressed as Santa and his pet Reindeer experience their very first Christmas.The book begins on
the night before Christmas. See the family build up Christmas cheer, and celebrate the joyous occasion.It is a great book to introduce children
to the concept of Christmas,tree decoration,white Christmas, treats, gifts and sharing.Bright, humorous and full-length pictures in each page
will have your child asking for more!Ask your child to spot Santa(s) hidden in each page. There are other objects related to Christmas to find
too!All the illustrations are based on the Christmas theme.Early beginner readers can read the simple, yet, interesting sentences in the
book.Play these games with your toddler: Ask you child to point to all the partially hidden Santas Find the snow globe on almost every page
Enjoy the various antics of the Reindeer This adorable Christmas picture book hopes to capture the spirit of Christmas and the joy of
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sharing.Merry Christmas! If this sounds like something you would like to read with your child, scroll up to download your copy. Sujatha Lalgudi
is a Best selling children's book author and illustrator.Some of her best sellers in Books are: My Daddy is the best Gifts for you, Mama Jojo's
Stinky day Jojo's Easter Surprise Jojo's Christmas day Jojo's Playful day Where is my turkey? A Lovely Day - A Valentine Picture Book for
Children Ben and Gwen play the game of Opposites Finger counting fun Shall we play with shapes Alphabet's day out What are you feeling,
Dragon? Where is the Turkey?
This book is uniquely original and can be personalized with any girl's name. How fun is that? Think of the possibilities: baby or shower gifts,
birthdays, a special something from grandma, and more. You can purchase the book as shown, using Faith in the title, or personalize it to suit
your specific needs. Simply contact us at eStoryTime.com BEFORE placing your Amazon order and we'll take care of the rest. After
contacting us, you'll still need to order the book through Amazon, so we'll send you a direct link to use when placing your order. It will assure
the book is personalized with the name you've requested. We've taken the worry out of the process and your child will be thrilled with the final
product. Who doesn't like to see their name on the cover or hear it related throughout the story? The author, Melissa Ryan, is the mother of
five children and knows the importance of reading to your little ones. It instills a love of books and fosters an active imagination in the
youngest of readers. Help start them on a path of discovery with Melissa's stories. The tale of Faith is perfect for bedtime, especially when
unleashing the child's wonder by using her own name. This is a book that can be enjoyed over and over again, and will be remembered long
after the last page is read and the lights turned out. Faith's Hiccum-ups Day is beautifully written and will hold your child's attention while you
share this delightful tale. Tag along with Faith as she giggles, HIC's, and jumps her way through a day with the hiccum-ups. See the silly
things her family suggests to solve her problem. It's a day filled with enough fun for everyone. Faith will capture your heart, and the moments
spent reading it together will build fond memories that will be cherished throughout the years. Your little girls grow up all too fast; make lasting
impressions while you can. This is just one of several books offered by Melissa in her ever-expanding children's book series. You'll learn to
love and appreciate the extra attention that goes into each volume. Special care is taken to keep the child's heart at the center of each story,
helping them build character and learn something along the way. Encourage that special child in your life to embrace what is truly unique, and
sometimes funny, about their developing personalities. Spend a few minutes with Faith on her I-Didn't-Do-It kind of day and make bedtime
special, while you create a binding relationship with the power of reading...you'll look back in awe at the foundations you've built. Please
customize and purchase this book for a special little girl in your life today. Tags: personalized children's books, personalized gifts,
personalized baby gifts, personalized, bedtime stories, bedtime story, Faith, 1st birthday gifts
Start raising bilingual children the fun, easy way! Your child is a few pages away from reaping the benefits of bilingualism: a sharper brain +
improved language skills. Among the best dual language children's books to jumpstart your little one's learning journey, this bilingual book is
a treasure trove for families who are bringing up a bilingual child. Specifically created for ages 0-5, whose primary language is non-Russian
Includes 100+words on different topics to maximize your child's bilingual ability With bright and memorable illustrations to capture and keep
the attention of young learners Printed in Russian and English with phonetic transcription, so non-Russian parents can still read the book to
their child
These 12 illustrated children’s stories have been taken from the heart of “Holy Russia.” From an area that covers the Ukrainian Steppe from
Kiev to Novgorod, in the West, to the borders of the Caspian Sea in the East. Herein are the stories of: Ilya And Cloudfall, Ilya Meets
Svyatogor And Parts With Him, Ilya And Nightingale The Robber, Ilya And Falcon The Hunter, The Adventure Of The Burning White Stone,
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How Quiet Dunai Had Brought The Princess Apraxia To Kiev, The Story Of Nikitich And Marina, How The Court Of Vladimir Received A
Visitor From India the Glorious, The Story Of Kasyan And The Dream Maiden, How Stavr The Noble Was Saved By A Woman’s Wiles the
Golden Horde, Whirlwind The Whistler, Or The Kingdoms Of Copper, Silver, And Gold, Vasily The Turbulent, Nikita The Footless and The
Terrible Tsar, Peerless Beauty The Cake-Baker The stories are further enhanced by the sixteen gloriously coloured plates and line
illustrations by Frank C. Papé. We invite you to curl up with this unique sliver of Russian culture not seen in print for over a century; and
immerse yourself in the tales and fables of yesteryear. ---------------------------- TAGS: fairy tales, folklore, myths, legends, children’s stories,
children’s stories, bygone era, fairydom, fairy land, classic stories, children’s bedtime stories, fables, Ilya, Cloudfall, Svyatogor, Nightingale,
Robber, Falcon The Hunter, Adventure Of The Burning White Stone, Quiet Dunai, Princess Apraxia, Kiev, Novgorod, Caspian Sea, Nikitich,
Marina, Court Of Vladimir, Visitor From India, Glorious, Kasyan, Dream Maiden, Stavr The Noble, Woman’s Wiles, the Golden Horde,
Whirlwind The Whistler, Kingdoms Of Copper, Silver, Gold, Vasily The Turbulent, Nikita The Footless, Terrible Tsar, Peerless Beauty, CakeBaker
Let your daughters master their interest in fashion with this Let's Play Dress Up Now fashion book. This is a reference book that contains
everything they need to know about the latest trends in fashion and the newest ways to get on with the crowd around the world. Get them this
book now.
Different countries carry revolutions differently. You probably know how Americans carried theirs, but do you know how the Russian
Revolution went? If not, then this is the book to read. Inside its pages are important facts that will help create an overall picture of the key
players and events that brought about change in the Russian leadership and society. Grab a copy today!
A child compares pets in this silly look at cats and dogs. "My cat can sleep. My dog can sleep. My cat can sleep on top of my dog." Simple
sentences and whimsical illustrations are ideal for toddlers, preschoolers, and beginning readers.
"History of Russia in 100 Minutes" is a crash course for beginners. Here you will find the complete history summarized and retold in simple
language with accurate dates, the most relevant names and essential concepts. After finishing the course, you will know: - The basic
characteristics of Russian history in different epochs - The 54 most important rulers and 106 historical persons in Russian history - 126 key
dates and events in Russian history - The basic terms and concepts of Russian history The text is accompanied by numerous online
resources: - 20,000 pictures - 700 videos - 3,500 songs - 100 podcast episodes All that is available via the smarthistories.com website.
This is a book of 20 illustrated Russian folk and fairy tales retold for young people and the young at heart. The tales are a good sampling of
Slavic folklore. The stories in this book are those that Russian peasants tell their children and each other. In this volume you will find the
stories of Baba Yaga and the Girl with the Kind Heart, The Fool Of The World And The Flying Ship, The Cat Who Became Head-Forester,
The Golden Fish, Salt, The Christening In The Village and many more. The seven colour plates and numerous black and white images make
the visualisation of the characters, places and events much easier, especially for children. This is a book was compiled in far away Russia for
children. Under the windows of the author’s house, the wavelets of the Volkhov River beat quietly in the dusk. A gold light burns on a timber
raft floating down the river. Beyond the river in the blue midsummer twilight are the broad Russian plains and the distant forests of Novgorod.
Somewhere in that forest of great trees is the hut where old Peter sits at night and tells these stories to his grandchildren. In Russia hardly
anybody is too old for fairy stories, and the author even heard soldiers on their way to the front during WWI were overheard to be talking of
very wise and very beautiful princesses as they drank their tea by the road side. Arthur Ransome, the compiler, knew there to be many more
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fairy stories in mother Russia than anywhere else in the world. In this book are a few of those he liked best. NOTE:The editor and compiler
spent time in Russia during World War I as a journalist for a radical British newspaper, the Daily News, meeting among others, Lenin and
Trotsky and was also known in the London bohemian artistic scene. YESTERDAY'S BOOKS FOR TODAY'S CHARITIES 10% of the profit
from the sale of this book will be donated to charities. ============ KEYWORDS/TAGS: Folklore, fairy, tales, myths, legends, children’s,
bedtime, stories, fables, moral, hut in the forest, tale of the silver saucer and the transparent apple, sadko, frost, snow, ice, forest, fool of the
world and the flying ship, Novgorod, steppe, plains, baba yaga, little girl with the kind heart, cat who became head-forester, spring in the
forest, little daughter of the snow, prince Ivan, witch baby, little sister of the sun, stolen turnips, magic tablecloth, sneezing, goat, wooden
whistle, little master misery, chapter of fish, golden fish, who lived in the skull, alenoushka and her brother, fire-bird, horse of power, princess
vasilissa, hunter, wife, three men of power, evening, midnight, sunrise, salt, christening in the village
Whether your child already speaks Russian but needs to learn to read it or has no knowledge of the Russian Language and wants to start Reading Russian for Children can help you with that. Based on our bestselling Reading Russian Workbook for adults, in this book we kept
90% of the content but adapted it to the children ages 6+. The vocabulary has been adjusted (milk instead of beer, etc.) and we added a childfriendly cover too! Many schools and language tutors use this book to teach school-aged children to read Russian. Upon completion of this
book the children will be able to sound out all the words in Russian and will learn some basic Russian grammar and vocabulary.
Relax, play and colour in the strange world which lives in the Doodle Monkey's head, whatever your age... In "The Weird Colouring Book for
Kids of all ages", you will find detailed line art that is perfect for colouring in. Many intricate illustrations (some more complex than others), for
you to colour and enjoy. Aliens, skateboarding dogs, weird creatures, animals, odd scenes and strange sayings are among the 50 stunning
images found in this gorgeous colouring book that is perfect for children and adults alike.
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